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ON SOLVABILITY OF A BOUNDARY { VALUEPROBLEM FOR ELLIPTIC TYPE OPERATOR{DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITHDISCONTINUOUS COEFFICIENTS IN THEWEIGHT SPACE
AbstractIn this paper the conditions of regular solvability of the second boundary{ value problem for a class of the second order operator di�erential equationswith discontinuous coe�cients in the Sobolev type weight space are obtained.The principal part of the studied equations is an abstract elliptic equation in aHilbert space. Note that in the paper the analogy of the theorem on intermediatederivatives is also proved.

x 1. Statement of the problem
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, A be a selfadjoint positive-de�nite operatorin H, and � be a real number: � 2 R = (�1; +1; ).Denote by L2;� (R+;H) Hilbert space of the vector functions f (t), de�ned inR+ = [0;+1] with values from H, strongly measurable, square intergable with theweight e��t and assume

kfkL2;�(R+;H) =
0@+1Z

0 kfk2H e��tdt
1A1=2 < +1:

Further, we de�nite the following Hilbert spaces:
W 22;� (R+;H) = �u (t) : d2u (t)dt2 2 L2;� (R+;H) ; A2u (t) 2 L2;� (R+;H)� ;

�W 22;� (R+;H; f1g) = �u (t) : u (t) 2W 22;� (R+;H) ; du (0)dt = 0�
with a norm

kukW 22;�(R+;H) =
 d2udt2

2L2;�(R+:H) + A2u2L2;�(R+:H)
!1=2 :

It is obvious that L2;0 (R+;H) = L2(R+;H);W 22;0 (R+;H) = W 22 (R+;H) ;�W 22;0 (R+;H; f1g) = �W 22 (R+;H; f1g) about what you can see in details [1; chap-ter 1],[2]. Here and further, the derivatives are understood in terms of theory ofdistributions.
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Now let's consider the following second order operator - di�erential equation:

Pu (t) � �d2u (t)dt2 + � (t)A2u (t) +A1du (t)dt +A2u (t) = f (t) ; t 2 R+; (1)
by ful�lling the condition du (0)dt = 0; (2)
where f (t) 2 L2;� (R+; H) ; u(t) 2 W 22;� (R+;H), A1 and A2 are linear, in general,unbounded operators and � (t) is a scalar piece-wise constant function of the form

� (t) = � �; if 0 � t � T;�; if T < t < +1;
moreover �; � are positive, in general, unequal numbers.De�nition 1. If the vector { function u (t) 2 W 22;� (R+;H) satis�es equation(1) almost everywhere in R+, then we'll call it a regular solution of equation (1).De�nition 2. If for any f (t) 2 L2;� (R+;H) there exists a regular solution ofequation (1) which satis�es boundary condition (2) in the sense of

limt!0
A1=2du (t)dt

 = 0
and it holds the inequality

kukW 22;�(R+;H) � const kfkL2;� (R+;H);
then we'll say that problem (1), (2) is regularly solvable.In this paper the conditions on operator coe�cients of equation (1), which deter-mine the regular solvability of problem (1), (2) in the spaceW 22;� (R+;H), are stated.Earlier in a weight space at � (t) � 1, t 2 R+ the boundary { value problems forequation (1) have been considered in the paper [3], when operators of perturbed partof equation are complex numbers satisfying some algebraic conditions. The condi-tions on operator coe�cients of equation (1) and on the exponent of the weight �, atwhich boundary value problems considered in them for (1) are regular solvable, havebeen obtained in the papers [4], [5]. At � = 0 boundary { value problem (1), (2)has been investigated in the paper [6] �nding its generalization in [7], in which thesu�cient conditions on operator { coe�cients of equation (1) providing the regularsolvability of the considered problem are found, but in the case of � (t) � 1; t 2 R+the analogous problems are considered, for example, in the paper [2].Note that recently along with above { enumerated ones there appeared signi�-cant number of works wherein the problems of solvability of operator { di�erentialequations are studied in the Sobolev type weight space. For example in [8] in theSobolev type weight space the well posed solvability of an initial problem is studiedfor the second order operator di�erential equations, whose principal part representsthe abstract hyperbolic equation in the Hilbert space with a constant coe�cient ata free term. But in our case, principal part of (1) is an abstract elliptic equation inthe Hilbert space, and has a discontinuous coe�cient at a tree term, and the secondboundary { value problem is considered for such an equation.
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x 2. An isomorphism theorem

Introduce the following notation:
P0u (t) = �d2u (t)dt2 + � (t)A2u (t) ; u (t) 2 �W 22;� (R+;H; f1g) : (3)

Rewriting for problem (1), (2) after the substitution of u (t) = # (t) e�2 t in theform
�� ddt + �2

�2 # (t) + � (t)A2# (t) +A1� ddt + �2
�# (t) +A2# (t) = g (t) ;

d# (0)dt + �2# (0) = 0;
where # (t) = u (t) e��2 t 2W 22 (R+;H) ; g (t) = f (t) e��2 t 2 L2 (R+;H) ; denote by

�W 22 (R+;H;�) = �# (t) : # (t) 2W 22 (R+;H) ; d# (0)dt + �2# (0) = 0� ;
P0;�# (t) = �� ddt + �2

�2 # (t) + � (t)A2# (t) ; # (t) 2 0W 22 (R+;H;�) ;
P1;�# (t) = A1� ddt + �2

�# (t) +A2# (t) ; # (t) 2 0W 22 (R+;H;�)
and P�# (t) = P0;�# (t) + P1;�# (t) ; # (t) 2 �W 22 (R+;H;�) :

The following theorem holds.Theorem 1. Let A be a selfadjoint positive { de�nite operator with the lower

boundary of the spectrum �0; i.e. A = A� � �0E (�0 > 0) ; E be a unit operator

and the number � 2 R satisfy the condition j�j < 2�0min 12 (�;�). Then the operator

P0; de�ned by equality (3) isomorphically maps the space
0W 22;� (R+;H; f1g) andL2;� (R+;H).

Proof. We'll rewrite the equation P0u (t) = f (t) ; u (t) 2 0W 22;� (R+;H; f1g) ;f (t) 2 L2;� (R+;H) after the substitution of # (t) = u (t) e��2 t in the formP0;�# (t) = g (t) ; where # (t) 2 �W 22 (R+;H;�) ; g (t) 2 L2 (R+H) : It is obvi-ous, that the homogeneous equation P0;�# (t) = 0 has only zero solution from thespace �W 22 (R+;H;�). This follows from the fact that the solution of the equationP0;�# (t) = 0 from �W 22 (R+;H;�) has the following form
�# (t) =

8><>:
�#1 (t) = e�(p�A+�2E)t��0 + e�(p�A��2E)(T�t)��1;if 0 � t < T;�#2 (t) = e�(p�A+�2E)(t�T )��2; if T < t < +1;
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where the vectors ��k 2 D �A1=2� ; k = 0; 1; 2 (for example, see [1; chapter 1]) arethe desired elements of the space H. From the condition �# (t) 2 �W 22 (R+;H;�) fordetermination of these elements we obtain the following relations:8>>>><>>>>:

d�# (0)dt + �2�# (0) = d�#1 (0)dt + �2�#1 (0) = 0;�# (T ) =�#1 (T ) =�#2 (T ) ;d�# (T )dt = d�#1 (T )dt = d�#2 (T )dt
(4)

from which we �nd that all ��k = 0; k = 0; 1; 2; i.e. �# (t) = 0.Really, from (4) we have the following system for determination of the vectors��0;��1;��2 :8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

��p�A+ �2E���0 + �2��0 + �p�A� �2E� e�(p�A��2E)T��++�2 e�(p�A��2E)T��1 = 0;e�(p�A+�2E)T��0 +��1 ���2 = 0;��p�A+ �2E� e�(p�A+�2E)T��0 + �p�A� �2E���1++�p�A+ �2E���2 = 0:
(5)

Let's compose the determinant of system (5):
D def�

�
��������

�p�A p�Ae�(p�A��2E)T 0e�(p�A+�2E)T E �E��p�A+ �2E� e�(p�A+�2E)T p�A� �2E p�A+ �2E
�������� =

= p��p��p��A2 �e�2p�TA � p�+p�p��p�E
� :

It is obvious that the spectrum of the operator e�2p�TA enters into a half {interval [0; 1). For the operator e�2p�TA � p�+p�p��p�E have the bounded inverse,
it su�ces to take into account that the quantity p�+p�p��p� is more than a unit inmodulus. Therefore, the operator D is reversible, and from homogeneous system (5)we have that ��0 =��1 =��2 = 0.Now we'll show that at each g (t) 2 L2 (R+;H) there exists# (t) 2 �W 22 (R+;H;�) for which P0;�# (t) = g (t).In fact, in the space W 22 (R;H) (R = (�1; +1)) we consider the followingequation

P0;�;�! (t) � �� ddt + �2
�2 ! (t) + �A2! (t) = G (t) ; (6)

where G (t) = � g (t) ; if t 2 [0; T );0; if t 2 Rn[0; T ):
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It is easy to see that
! = 12�

+1Z
�1
����i� + �2�2E + �A2��10@ TZ

0 g (s) e�i�sds
1A e�i�td�; t 2 R;

belongs to the space W 22 (R;H) and satis�es equation (6). Really, by the knownPlansherel's theorem prove that �2!̂ (�) 2 L2 (R;H) ; �A2!̂ (�) 2 L2 (R;H) ; where!̂ (�) is a Fourier transformation of the vector { function ! (t) :It is obvious that
!̂ (�) = ����i� + �2�2E + �A2��1 ĝ (�) ;

where ĝ (�) is a Fourier transformation of the vector { function G (t). Then
�2!̂ (�)L2(R;H) =

�2
����i� + �2�2E + �A2��1 ĝ (�)L2(R;H) �

� sup�
�2

����i� + �2�2E + �A2��1H!H kĝ (�)kL2(R;H) :
Since at any � 2 R the following inequality holds�2

����i� + �2�2E + �A2��1H!H =
= sup�2�(A)

������2
���i� + �2�2 � ��2��1����� =

= sup�2�(A)
�������2
 ���2 � ��2 + �24

�2 + �2�2!� 12 ������ �
� sup�2�(A)

������2
���2 � �24 + �2��1����� � sup�2�(A) 1

��2 � �24
= 1

��20 � �24
< +1

( � (A) is a spectrum of the operator A); then�2!̂ (�)L2(R;H) � 1
��20 � �24

kĝ (�)kL2(R;H) :
Analogously we have:�A2����i� + �2�2E + �A2��1H!H =

= sup�2�(A)
�������2

����i� + �2�2 + ��2��1����� =
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= sup�2�(A)

��������2
 ���2 + �2 � �24

�2 + �2�2!� 12 ������ �
� sup�2�(A)

�������2
���2 � �4 2��1����� � ��20��20 � �4 2 < +1:

Thus, we obtain:
�A2!̂ (�)L2(R;H) � ��20��20 � �4 2 kĝ (�)kL2(R;H) :

Consequently, ! (t) 2 W 22 (R;H). Further, denote by ! (t) the contraction ofthe vector { function [0;T ) on #�;� (t).Analogously, we can consider the equation
P0;�;�! (t) � �� ddt + �2

�2 ! (t) + �A2! (t) = G (t) ; (7)
where G (t) = � g (t) ; if t 2 (T ; +1) ;0; if t 2 Rn (T ; +1) ;
and de�ne the solution #�;� (t) of equation (7) from the space W 22 ((T ; +1) ;H).As a result, the solution of equation P0;�# (t) = g (t) from the space�W 22 (R+;H;�) is represented in the form

# (t) =
= ( #1 (t) = #�;� (t) + e�(p�A+�2E)t�0 + e�(p�A��2E)(T�t)�1; if 0 � t < T;#2 (t) = #�;� (t) + e�(p�A+�2E)(t�T )�2; if T < t < +1;

where the vectors �j 2 D �A1=2� ; j = 0; 1; 2; are uniquely determined by thefollowing relations:8>>><>>>:
d# (0)dt + �2# (0) = d#1 (0)dt + �2#1 (0) = 0;# (T ) = #1 (T ) = #2 (T ) ;d# (T )dt = d#1 (T )dt = d#2 (T )dt : (8)

Really, from conditions (8) for determination of the vectors �0; �1; �2 we have8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

�p�A�0 +p�Ae�(p�A��2E)T �1 = �d#�;� (0)dt � �2#�;� (0) ;e�(p�A+�2E)T �0 + �1 � �2 = #�;� (T )� #�;� (T ) ;��p�A+ �2E� e�(p�A+�2E)T �0 + �p�A� �2E� �1++�p�A+ �2E� �2 = d#�;� (T )dt � d#�;� (T )dt :
(9)
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Since the operator D is reversible then from nonhomogeneous system (9) we caneasily �nd explicit expressions for �0; �1; �2.On the other hand, the operator P0;� : �W 22 (R+;H;�)! L2 (R+;H) is continu-ous.Really, from the theorem on intermediate derivatives [1; ch.1, theorem 2.3] itfollows that
kP0;�#k2L2(R+;H) =

�
� ddt + �2

�2 #+ � (t)A2#
2
L2(R+;H) �

 d2#dt2
L2(R+;H)+

+ j�j d#dt
L2(R+;H) + �24 k#kL2(R+;H) + � (t)A2#L2(R+;H)

!2 �
�  d2#dt2

L2(R+;H) + j�jA�1 � Ad#dt
L2(R+;H) + �24 A�2�

�A2#L2(R+;H) +max (�;�) A2#L2(R+;H)�2 � const k#k2W 22 (R+;H) :Then , applying the Banach theorem on the inverse operator, we obtain thatP0;� : �W 22 (R+;H;�)! L2 (R+;H) is an isomorphism. Since, the mapping # (t)!u (t) e��2 t is an isomorphism between the spaces �W 22 (R+;H;�) and �W 22;� (R+;H; f1g),so the statement of the theorem is proved.
x 3. The estimate of the norm of operators of intermediate derivatives
Here we'll cite the analogy of the theorem on intermediate derivatives, which rep-resents both independent mathematical interest and used at investigation of regularsolvability of problem (1), (2).Theorem 2. For any # (t) 2 �W 22 (R+;H;�) the following inequalities hold:A� ddt + �2

�#L2(R+;H) �
� 12

�min (�;�)� �24�20
�� 12  1 + j�j�0

�min (�;�)� �24�20
�� 12! kP0;�#kL2(R+;H) ;

A2#L2(R+;H) � �min (�;�)� �24�20
��1 kP0;�#kL2(R+;H)

at j�j < 2�0min 12 (�;�) :Proof. By virtue for the fact that
P0;�# (t) = �� ddt + �2

�2 # (t) + � (t)A2# (t) = g (t) ;
we scalarly multiply the both sides of this equation by L2(R+;H) in the spaceA2# (t) :�P0;�#;A2#�L2(R+;H) = � 12 (t)A2#2L2(R+;H) �

�d2#dt2 ; A2#�L2(R+;H)�
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��24 �#;A2#�L2(R+;H) � ��d#dt ;A2#�L2(R+;H) :At # (t) 2 �W 22 (R+;H;�)

��d2#dt2 ; A2#�L2(R+;H) =
�A 12 d2# (0)dt ; A 32# (0)�H + Ad#dt

2L2(R+;H) ; (10)
��24 �#;A2#�L2(R+;H) � ��24 k#kL2(R+;H) A2#L2(R+;H) �

� ��24 A�2A2#L2(R+;H) A2#L2(R+;H) � � �24�20
A2#2L2(R+;H) (11)

and ���d#dt ;A2#�L2(R+;H) = � kA# (0)k2H + ��A2#; d#dt
�
L2(R+;H)or �Re�d#dt ;A2#�L2(R+;H) = ��2 kA# (0)k2H : (12)

Thereby, allowing for (10), (11) and (12) we have:
Re �P0;�#;A2#�L2(R+;H) = � 12 (t)A2#2L2(R+;H) +

Ad#dt
2L2(R+;H)+

+Re�A 12 d# (0)dt ; A 32# (0)�H � �4 Re �#;A2#�L2(R+;H) + �2 kA# (0)k2H �
� � 12 (t)A2#2L2(R+;H) +

Ad#dt
2L2(R+;H)�

�Re��2A 12# (0) ; A 32# (0)�H � �24�20
A2#2L2(R+;H) + �2 kA# (0)k2H �

� Ad#dt
2L2(R+;H) +

�min (�;�)� �24�20
�A2#2L2(R+;H) : (13)

It follows from (13) that�min (�;�)� �24�20
�A2#2L2(R+;H) � ���Re �P0;�#;A2#�L2(R+;H)��� �

� kP0;�#kL2(R+;H) A2#L2(R+;H) ;whence A2#L2(R+;H) � �min (�;�)� �24�20
��1 kP0;�#kL2(R+;H) :

On the other hand, it follows from (13) that for any " > 0�min (�;�)� �24�20
�A2#2L2(R+;H) + Ad#dt

2L2(R+;H) �
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� kP0;�#kL2(R+;H) A2#L2(R+;H) � "2 kP0;�#k2L2(R+;H) + 12" A2#2L2(R+;H) :
Assume in the last inequality " = 12

�min (�;�)� �24�20
��1. Then

Ad#dt
2L2(R+;H) � 14

�min (�;�)� �24�20
��1 kP0;�#k2L2(R+;H) ;

whence Ad#dt
L2(R+;H) � 12

�min (�;�)� �24�20
�� 12 kP0;�#kL2(R+;H) :

As a result we have, thatA� ddt + �2
�#L2(R+;H) �

Ad#dt
L2(R+;H) + j�j2 kA#kL2(R+;H) �

� 12
�min (�;�)� �24�20

�� 12 kP0;�#kL2(R+;H) + j�j2 A�1 � A2#L2(R+;H) �
� 12

�min (�;�)� �24�20
�� 12 kP0;�#kL2(R+;H) + j�j2�0

�min (�;�)� �24�20
��1�

�kP0;�#kL2(R+;H) = 12
�min (�;�)� �24�20

�� 12 �1 +
+ j�j�0

�min (�;�)� �24�20
�� 12! kP0;�#kL2(R+;H) :

The theorem is proved.Note that at � = � = 1 the similar estimates of the norm of the operators djdtjfor numerical functions are investigated, for example in the papers [9], [10].
x 4. On regular solvability of problem (1), (2)

The basic theorem of this paper is proved in this section.Theorem 3. Let A be a selfadjoint positive { de�nite operator with lower

boundary of the spectrum �0; j�j < 2�0min 12 (�;�), and the operators AjA�j ; j =1; 2 be bounded in H, and the inequality

12
�min (�;�)� �24�20

�� 12  1 + j�j�0
�min (�;�)� �24�20

�� 12!A1A�1+
+�min (�;�)� �24�20

��1 A2A�2 < 1
hold.
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Then the problem (1), (2) is regularly solvable.Proof. Let's prove that the operator P� : �W 22 (R+;H;�) ! L2 (R+;H) is anisomorphism. After the substitution P0;�# (t) = w (t) we rewrite the inequalityP�# (t) = g (t) in the form

w (t) + P1;�P�10;�w (t) = g (t)
in the space L2 (R+;H). On the other handP1;�P�10;�wL2(R+;H) = kP1;�#kL2(R+;H) � A1A�1�

�A� ddt + �2
�#L2(R+;H) + A2A�2 � A2#L2(R+;H) :

So, from theorem 2 it follows that
P1;�P�10;�wL2(R+;H) � A1A�1 � 12

�min (�;�)� �24�20
�� 12 �

� 1 + j�j�0
�min (�;�)� �24�20

�� 12! � kP0;�#kL2(R+;H) + A2A�2�
��min (�;�)� �24�20

��1 kP0;�#kL2(R+;H) =
"12
�min (�;�)� �24�20

�� 12 �
� 1 + j�j�0

�min (�;�)� �24�20
�� 12! � A1A�1+

+�min (�;�)� �24�20
��1 A2A�2# � kwkL2(R+;H) :

Since P1;�P�10;�L2(R+;H)!L2(R+;H) < 1; we can �nd
# (t) = P�10;� �E + P1;�P�10;���1 g (t) ;

moreover k#kW 22 (R+;H) � P�10;�L2(R+;H)!W 22 (R+;H)�
��E + P1;�P�10;���1L2(R+;H)!L2(R+;H) kgkL2(R+;H) �

� const kgkL2(R+;H) :Thereby, the operator P� : �W 22 (R+;H;�) ! L2 (R+;H) is an isomorphism,whence it follows the operator P : �W 22;� (R+;H; f1g) ! L2;� (R+;H) is also anisomorphism.The theorem is proved.
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Corollary. Let � = 0 and the inequality12min 12 (�;�) A1A�1+ 1min (�;�) A2A�2 < 1:

be ful�lled.Then the operator P is an isomorphism from the space �W 22 (R+;H; f1g) ontoL2 (R+;H) (see [6]).Remark. It should be noted that the results of this paper generalize the resultsof [5] and some results of the paper [2].
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